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The New Morgan high - performance Ten
embodies much of the experience gamed in
the design and construction of our racing
three-wheelers. The Illustration shows the
smart and distinctive appearance, and it will
undoubtedly appeal to the many motorists who
prize a lively performer, stability and ease of
control. The driving position Is low and
Luggage space is provided
comfortable.
behind the squab, which also accommodates
the hood when lowered. Two spare wheels are
carried. Specification includes 4-cyl. watercooled I 122 cc. engine, overhead inlet valves.
three-bearing crankshaft, independent front
wheel suspension, four-speed gearhox,Girling
brakes, Stevenson jacking system. I 2-volt
5-lamp lighting set, attractive facia board
with generous equipment. Also two spare
wheels with tyres. Colour is British racing
May we send you fuli partirulars
green.
and specification
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Cctober 183
From The President
Well, October is here once again and its time to elect officers at the next meeting
Oct. Iff r The meeting is at Fred Bowman's house, but before you arrive please
consider who you would like to run the club for the next year.
Looking back over the last year we've had some fine events. There has been more
actual driving events than I can remember. There was Morro Bay. All these events,
and more people participating than in any year in the past, at least it seems so to
me. There was the All British Field Meet and the Crockett's baby named Morgan.
Thank you everyone for a great year.
Looking ahead, we need to work on this years Christmas Party and begin planning
next years All British Field Meet. At Morro Bay at least one enthusiastic person
from Seattle thought it would be great to start a branch of the Morgan Owners N.W.
there, but so far nothing concrete, maybe in the months ahead. For those that
can make the trip, the factories 75 Anniversary in England. In all a big year
ahead. The possibility of the best one yet. Thank you again for a great 1983.
NUTiUE MEETING CHANGED TO OCTOBER 25
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YOU Don'T Drive Your MOG?
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PREPARING YOUR MORGAN FOR A NAP
Each of us has had, on occasion, to lay up
our MORGA.Ns for an extended period. Those unlucky enough to live in the eastern snows,
must do it every year -- or let the salt dieolve their care. There are a number of things
that may be done to ease the strain of inactivity on your car.
The best storage area is one that is dry and
heated, but especially important -is to try to
seperate your MORGAN's storage area from the
garage area used every day by the family car.
The moisture from outside, exhaust moisture,
and emissions, etc., attack a car rapidly
during winter storage. Of course, this is not
much of a problem in Southern California.
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6. Vacuum carpets or mats and check beneath
them for any moisture; if damp, dry throughly or be ready for mildew (the national
plant of England) and rot in the spring.
7. If a moth problem exists in your area, then
place an open container of moth crystals on
the floor.
8. Do not worry too much about the engine compartment. The oil film will protect against
rust.
PREPARE THE ENGINZi
1. Generally inspect the engine for leaks.
Tighten hose clamps, bolts, etc. as needed.

Run the car for at least 25 miles prior to
preparation to thoroughly ware all fluids and
to soften and lubricate seals.

2. Remove the glass from the sediment bowl on
the fuel pump.

1. Water

3. Run the engine until it runs the gas out of
the float bowls. Replace the sediment bowl
glass.

Leave the system full.I:recomerd
using a 50% to 60% anti-freeze
mixture, as it has rust inhibitors in it. Drain and refill the
system before storing. New antifreeze should retain its properties for 3 years in storage.

. Remove the spark plugs and pour about a
shot-glass full of oil into each cylinder.
Crank
the engine over a few times to dis5.
tribute the oil.RIplace'thp'park plugs.
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2. Gasoline. Fill the tank. Drain and refill
once a year. I have heard that
Mobil detergent gasoline percipitatee less "'rarnish than other
brands.

relieve the tension on the valve springs.
7. Use Silicone spray on all engine compartment rubber; heater hoses, radiator hoses,
belts, and weather stripping.

3. Oils.

PREPARE THE CHASSISi

4.

Brakes.

Draini and refill the crankcase.
Run the engine to distribute the
clean oil to all bearings. The
old oil will contain acid from
combustion byproducts which will
etch the bearing shells in time.
Drain and refill the gearbox,
differential, and steering box.
Drain old brake fluid and refill
with silicone fluid (this is not
necessary if the system already
contains silicone fluid). If you
refill with Glycol fluid, drain
and refillonce a year. Glycol
fluid absorbes water and water
ruins brakes.

CLEAN,
1. Wash the exterior (include under fenders).
Dirt absorbas moisture, and moisture is
your enemy.
2. Wax painted surfaces with a non-cleaner
wax. Do not buff.
3. Clean chrome and coat with vasolirie or
grease. Particulary wire wheels.
4. Clean and coat leather with Lexol or with
Corinolly's Hide Food, Not Amoralt
5. Use a fine wood oil on dashboards and on
steering wheels, not just a dust spray.
The oil will feed the wood and prevnt
eplitiri.g and rotting.

1. Spray all five (six?) tyres with Silicone
spray also. Silicone will stop rubber rot.
2. Place the car on jack-stands. Place them
under the cross-axle and the rear axle.
Leave the car in neutral with the parking
brake off.
Lubricate
all chassis lube points.
3.
i. Remove the battery from the car and wash
the exterior with a'bik*g soda solution to
remove any spilled acid.
5. Store the battery in a cool (not cold)
place. If it is a conventional (antimony
system) battery, keep it charged. If it is
a staled (calcium system) battery it should
not discharge in a year.
6. Clean the battery mounting area with the
baking soda solution.
7. Close the windows and put the top up if it
is a drophead. Put the tanneam sever on if
a roadster.
8. Put a car cover over the entire car. The
amount of dust in a garage area is truly
amazing.
NOTE, DO NOT put rat poison or rodent traps in
the cari ll If they should work, the smell will
drive you out of the garage. Repellents under
the car may keep them away.

REV IV AL.
1. Remove
list,

the car cover rd

k-e-w yo-r ch.rc

2. Check for any fluid le&kss oil, water,fuel,
transmission, brakes, rear end, etc..
3. Remove the car from blocks and check the
tyre pressure.

+. Charge (it necessary), clean, and install
the battery,
5. Check all fluid levels,
6. Check and adjust, if necessary, the belt
tensions and hose clamps.

9. Start the engine and monitor all of the
gauges.
TRIAL,
1. Drive slowly for several miles to circulate
fluids, soften seals, etc. -.
2. Use brakes lightly at first. Make several
stops while progressively reaching normal
brake pedal pressure. This should remove
any accumulated rust. If the brakes pull
to one side after several stops, examine
for fluid leaks, sized pistons, etc..

7. Remove spark plugs. Adjust the valve clearancee. Crank the engine over for 10 or 20
seconds to fill the float bowls, expel any
fluid accumulations in the cylinders, and
distribute oil In the engine.

3. Recheck all fluid levels, belt tensions,
hose clamps, etc.. Check for leaks. Inspect
the exhaust system.
. Tune the engine.
5. Wash, wax, and clean your baby,

8. Gap and install the spark plugs.

6. EnjoyHU

COt4COURS D'ELArCE

In our dictionary, Coricours D'Elegance is defined as a show or contest of vehicles and
accessories in which the entries are judged
chiefly on excellence of appearence and turnout. Usually just refered to as a "Concours,
this originally French term is not to be confused with "concourse ",the act of meeting or
cciiing Losether, or the place where meetings
or gatherings take place.
The concours season is already in full swing.
But dispite the season, MORGANe are, in reality, always on display and being shown off.
Everyone wants a peak in the garage. So if
MORGANs are an EGO trip for you,
then your
M0RGAJ should be kept in concours condition
at all times, for the surprise inspections by
friends and relatives.
Planning is the key to consistant results. It
a rush job on the eve of the show is botched,
there is no - TIME-OUT " during the game the
next day. Therefore, a checklist of requirements should be prepared as far in advance as
possible. A good time to start such preparation is immediately after a concours judging.
One of the best sources of critiques is the
judges who have just inspected your car, but
not during the actual judging, please. It is
a good practice (and sometimes an actual requirement) that the owner be present during
the judging. So listen to what is said, watch
where fingers point, observe the body language of the judges. After the awards are made
corner the judges--but not to complain, thats
gauchet Ask about areas for improvement. Most
Judges are usually happy to talk about your
car after the pressure of competition is over
and a friendly beer is offered. If the judging sheet is available, so much the better.
If the judge has erred, don't argue about it.
It's too late to reverse the decision anyway.
But look it up, and if you are certain of
your facts, then have the data available for
the next time your car is judged. Keep a
scrapbook on your car, with all the variants
noted and documented. Have such records handy

at every concours, and don't hesitate to produce them if questioned.
Keep. add-on accessories to a minimum. They
catch a judge's eye, and can do no good for
your total score. Most judges review afield
of vehicles looking for negatives--positives
ar€ cy tc fin It is fa" asicr for t
judges to note the bad points. Some accessories that could detract from a high score are
CE radios, RADAR detectors, seat covers, pillows, gaudy electronic ignition instalations,
excessive chrome, steering wheel covers, etc.
So dump all of the aftermarket accessories in
your motel room before the judging. The cars
are noted for fine seats, so if they are
covered, it might be concluded that they are
in poor condition, not to mention the fact
covers are a "non-original" accessory.
Another point to keep in mind is that differ ent orginisations have different standards by
which the cars are judged. What is right at
the local club's show may not pass muster at
Pebble Beach. When preparing your car for
showing, study the guidlines prepared by the
sponsors. If originality is heavily weighted,
spend your time researching and restoring
If all that
your car to its original state.
matters is finish and cleanliness, then put
your effort into those areas. While we have
some definate ideas concerning what should be
important in a Concours D'Elegance, we recognize the fact that MORGAN gatherings in different parts of the country, or with different
organizers, have different values. Do your
homework in this area as well.
Remember, a concours is like a beauty contest
and beauty is in the eye of the beholder. To
kecp the judging difficult, take care of the
most minute details. When top-nctch cars are
compeating for the honors, the winner is most
often determined by the small things, the
careful attention to details that can only
--me Irom plenty of preparation.

A Morgan Poem
from The Light Car and Cyclecar, 16th April 1026
List while I tell of the Morgan,
Its charms, its needs and its works,
The joy of trouble-free trips,
And the places where danger lurks.
Look to your rad. in the morning,
To see if the water is there,
And if it is frosty at even
To empty take every care.
Next in order, see to your oil,
To be without is a crime;
In engine sweetness you'll "XL"
If same is free from grime.
Your gearbox, steering and hubs,
Need greasy attention too,
And after each five hundred miles
Well—there's ajob for you.
Occasionally, one a thousand,
Part each of your springs and grease,
Reverse the chains, oil inside clutch
And the lot will run with ease.
Don't slam the clutch into action,
Don't put oil where there's dirt.
Wipe it all off carefully
With a rag or a piece of your shirt.
Thanks for reading this nonsense
It is not written for fun.
It's just a needful reminder
For a safe and happy run.
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ANSWERS TO LAST MONTHS CROSSWORD
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